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Firebrand Crew Jacket

 The Firebrand Crew Jacket is a crew-loyalty item used by
the Firebrand Crew beginning in YE 40.

(IMAGE IF AVAILABLE)

The Firebrand Crew Jacket is issued by Vinni Firebrand to each active member of the Firebrand Crew after
their first successful mission, it is taken away from the crew member once they disband and is buried
with them upon death – unless the death is the result of a mutiny or any other action against the
Firebrand Crew.

History

Vinni Firebrand decided that the Firebrand Crew needed some kind of way to set themselves apart from
all the other crews they grinded gears with so in mid-YE 40 the fox-thing got to work ordering the tan and
gold garments for their crew to wear proudly.

Design

The Firebrand Crew Jackets are made from an outermost layer of weather-proofed polyester in a tan
colour with a dark strip that runs across both shoulders, it is a button and zip-up Utility-style jacket with
the Firebrand Crew’s logo on the left sleeve, a name above the right-breast pocket, their position/role
across the shoulders and a pocket on either half of the abdomen as well as a hood capable of tightening
to shield the user’s face.

The jacket’s core layer is made up of many segmented polymer plates designed to protect the user from
small arms fire, stab wounds, grazes and blunt force trauma1), the jacket’s inside is a breathable and
treated mesh that is stain and odour resistant to avoid the need to wash it frequently. The left breast of
the jacket is designed to be a space for crew members to wear any personal badges or emblems that
have been approved by the ship’s captain.
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Usage

The Firebrand Crew Jacket is designed to be worn proudly over other gear unless the captain specifies
otherwise, it has a seam across the front that can be both zippered or buttoned shut or worn undone – it
is advised that crew members treat their crew jackets with respect and keep them both clean and in
good condition.

OOC Notes

SirSkully created this article on 2018/09/13 04:20.

� This article is a work-in-progress. Is it not currently approved.

1)

drv3 tier 2, medium personnel
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